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Abstract: E-commerce has presented a new way of doing web transaction all over the world using Internet.
Many  organizations  have  changed  their  way  of  doing  business  from  a  traditional approach to embrace
E-commerce processes. As organizations increase information and data sharing, a concern regarding the
exchange of money securely, safely and conveniently over the Internet increases. In this situation information
security is a major issue for web communication. This research presents the review of asymmetric
communication and the role of public key authority. The paper presents a token based registration approach
for distribution of public keys between end users and resolve non-repudiation problem.
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INTRODUCTION Data encrypted with the public key can only be

E-commerce is a powerful tool for web transformation Diffie and Hellman [2] introduced the first concept of
that allows organizations to enhance their supply-chain public-key cryptography to solve the key exchange
operation markets and improve services for clients as well problem. Public key cryptography is  practically  utilized
as for  suppliers.  Implementing  the  web  application  that in everyday life to attain privacy, authenticity, integrity
provides such benefits may be impossible without a and non-repudiation [3-5]. A digital certificate is a
coherent and consistent approach to information security. document that uses digital signature to bind public key

E-commerce by adopting the facility of internet with an identity. It is also called identity certificate and
manage and communicate information in meaningful way public key certificate.
to create the link between customer and organization
which further leads to the economic activity and develop Related Work: In this section we will present different
new businesses [1].Web transaction is conducted on techniques that are used on web transaction. Many
global network i.e. Internet which is not secure therefore research papers have been presented that discussing
confidentiality is required during transaction and it must security aspect in web transaction. Secure E-commerce
be kept secure against all kind of threats. The successful Protocol [6] creates a secure connection between
functioning of E-commerce security depends on a complex transaction parties and data can send between them
interrelationship between several applications securely. Secure E-commerce Protocol uses a
development platforms, database management systems, cryptographic system. Once the Secure E-commerce
systems  software  and  network  infrastructure. Public Protocol connection established, data communication
Key paradigm is used to provide confidentiality and channel is private, authenticated and reliable. SSL
authentication. In this procedure keys are used in pairs. protects the communication between a client and a server
One is public and other is private. Such kind of systems and provides authentication to both parties to secure
is also known as asymmetric cryptosystems. communication. SSL provides node to node security.

Eka {M} = C (1) makes web system ideal target. In digital envelop

Dkb {C} = M (2) and   private   key   can restore  the  encrypted   data  [7].

decrypted with its private key and vice versa. In 1976,

Storage of sensitive data in repositories or databases

packaging public key is used to encrypt the information
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The primary function of a PKI is to allow the distribution The key distribution authority responds with a
and use of public keys and certificates with security and message that is encrypted using the authority's key
integrity [8]. PKI [9] consists of five different kinds of E(PR [PU ||Request||TS ]).
components i.e. Certificate Authorities, Organizational User A stores B's public key and also uses it to
Registration Authorities, Certificate holders, Clients and encrypt a message to B containing an identifier of A
Repositories. Symmetric cryptography is not a viable and a nonce which is used to identify this transaction
solution in E-commerce because entities engaging in uniquely. E[PU [ID ||N ]].
electronic transactions may be completely unknown to User B retrieves A's public key from the authority in
each other before the transaction takes place therefore the same way as A retrieved B's public key.  Request||
sharing a secret value before performing a transaction T .
could be something of a utopia for these entities. On E(PR [PU ||Request||TS ])
Internet Certificate authority can be used for the purpose B sends a message to A encrypted with PU  and
of secure exchanging of public keys. CAs are servers that containing A's nonce as well as a new nonce
used for verification [10]. generated by B. E(P [N ||N ])

Digital certificate [11] includes a public key, an User A returns N2, encrypted using B's public key, to
identity and other cryptography details signed by a assure B that its correspondent is A. E(PU ,N2).
trusted third party. In order to be used in applications, the
certification of a public key is created by the Certificate In this cryptography technique both users need the
Authority (CA). public key of each other to encrypt the message. For this

In SSL client request for digital certificate and to purpose public key authority is used here as a key
obtain an SSL certificate, client must generate and submit directory. Steps 6 and 7 are using for authentication
a Certificate Signing Request (CSR) to a trusted purpose with the help of random value i.e nonce.
Certification Authority which will authenticate the The implementation of this technique is shown in the
requestor’s identity and domain registration ownership following figures.
before issuing a certificate. Public Key Infrastructure uses
digital certificates to secure information assets with the
following mechanisms:

Authentication: Validates the identity of nodes and
end users.
Encryption: Encodes data to guarantee that
information cannot be viewed by unauthorized users Fig. 1: User A’s Request
and nodes.
Digital signing: Provides the integrity of data and
determine whether it has been tampered with in
transit.
Access control: Determines which information a user
or node can access and which operations it can
perform. This is also called authorization.

Now we are discussing the algorithm and its Request
implementation based on public key authority to improve
security by tightening control over distribution of public
keys from a directory.

User A sends a time stamped message to the public
key distribution authority containing a request for
the current public key of B. Request|| TS Fig. 3: User A to BA

auth B A

b A A

SB

auth A B

A

UA 1 2

B

Fig. 2: Public Key Authority Response to User A’s
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Fig. 4: Received Encrypted Message from User A to User they will exchange with each other to get their
B identity and public keys.

Fig. 5: Public Key Authority Response to User B’s Similarly  Fig.  7  shows  the  registration  token of
Request user  B(merchant)  After  getting the registration token

This technique is simple but has one main drawback. non-repudiation problem.
User must request to the authority for a public key for
every other user that it wants to communicate. For large
number of users this technique is not efficient. 

Proposed Solution: Before commencing a web
communication, both users must be registered by a
registration party. It will provide registration tokens to
both the users. Registration party will be beneficial in
solving many disputes that may be occur during web
transaction between both users. By using registration
tokens both users will easily get the public key of each
other without the need of public key distribution Fig. 6: User’s A Registration Token
authority. The registration token will be digital signed by
the registration authority.

The proposed solution consists of the following
steps.

User A would have to request registration authority
for the issuance of registration token. EKU (Reg)
[IDA, RA, Time, KUA, NA].
Registration Authority will decrypt the user’s request
using its private key and respond to user with a
registration token. That will be encrypted using the
registration authority private key. TA=EK (Reg)[ID ,R A

RA, Time, KU , NA]. Fig. 7: User’s B Registration TokenA

Similarly user B would have to request for an
issuance of registration token to registration
authority. EK  (Reg) [ID , Time, KU , NB].U B B

Registration Authority provides a token to merchant
and encrypted using its private key. TB=EK  (Reg)R

[ID , Time, KU , NB].B B

Now both the users have the registration token so

The registration token will be used to resolve non
repudiation problem between the both users.

Implementation: In the section we implement using
registration based token paradigm.

In  Fig.  6  user  A  is  getting its registration token
from registration authority and user A sends it to user B.
This token is digital signed by root agency i.e registration
authority. Here user A shows its identity as a customer.

both  users  are store them in xml databases to resolve
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